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Winter 2015/ 2016
Winter 2014/2015 to Portugal is available to book.
Flights into Faro, Lisbon and Porto with Air Transat
and with SATA International flights into Lisbon,
Porto and Ponta Delgada.
Call us for dates and prices!

Ont. registration #4472890

Spring/Summer 2016
Spring and Summer flights are now available to book
with Air Transat , SATA International and in the
Summer months, Air Canada.
With flights into Lisbon, Porto, Ponta Delgada and
during the summer months to Terceira.
Take advantage of booking early! Book the dates you
want and at lower rates.

Hiking in Azores
Whether you are a lover of calm walks or an
adrenaline addicted, the Azores walking trails offer
a variety of difficulty levels and enable the
discovery of nine different worlds. Throughout
every trail, there are visible and legible signs,
easily guiding the hiker. Also, there are many
leaflets and guides, including bilingual, containing
important information on the Azorean walking
trails. Make sure you don’t miss a thing.
The wide range of trails enables everyone to hike,
regardless of the person’s age, physical condition
and preferences. The existing offer pleases the
beginner as much as the adventurer. Choose a trail
according to your preferences in terms of
landscape, fauna, flora, biodiversity or contact with
the population, but always taking your physical
condition into account.
The trails meander through every island of the
archipelago, unveiling the mysteries kept for the
hikers. There are breathtaking cliffs and flat areas
along the coastline (fajãs) that shelter soul
refreshing waterfalls. This isn’t a dream. These are
the trails of the Azores.

Experience! Explore! Enjoy! ... with Legacy Travel

Please note that prices are always changing.
Call us for dates and prices!

The Douro River
The Douro. It’s the first thing that takes your breath
away and the one vivid image that follows you back
home. Sun-kissed rolling hills as far as the eye can see!
Thousands of man-made wine terraces unfurling like
ribbons! Red-roofed houses perched on seemingly
unsuitable terrain! Spectacular sunsets! Jade-colored
river undulating through it all! Everything’s worthy of
superlatives in the Douro—it’s no surprise the entire
region is designated as a UNESCO World Heritage
Site.
The region’s roads wind through those beautiful hills,
forcing everyone to adjust to the local rhythm. If you
come here with the city’s stress flowing through your
veins, you’ll leave with a healthier heart rate. Slow
down and enjoy the view because it’s a huge part of
what makes the Douro so magical.

